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Every Dog
Has Its Day

PHOTOGRAPHER LINDSAY J. C. LACK
IS HELPING KANSAS CITY ANIMAL
SHELTERS SAVE ADOPTABLE DOGS,
ONE PHOTO AT A TIME.
TEXT BY ANGELA ROSE
PHOTOS BY LINDSAY J. C. LACK

GIRL’S BEST FRIEND

Most little girls have dreams, but Lindsay
J. C. Lack’s were different. She didn’t want
to be a princess or a ballerina. She didn’t
yearn for a unicorn or a fairy godmother. No,
Lack wished for a puppy. “I always wanted a
dog,” she recalls. “When I was a little girl, I’d
imagine that I would come home from school
and there would be a dog waiting for me. I
thought it would be so amazing.” Despite
this desire, Lack didn’t have a pet until high
school, when she and her sister each got to
pick out a kitten from an acquaintance’s
litter. The fluffy, purring creature wasn’t a
dog, but that was OK. “I was pretty much just
crazy about animals in general,” Lack says.

Dawson, a terrier/pit bull mix
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RESCUE EFFORTS

When she left home to study
photojournalism at the
University of Missouri, Lack
decided to volunteer at an
animal shelter in Columbia.
She walked dogs for six months,
adopting her first rescue in the
process—a lab/jindo mix, which
her now-husband named Dessie Belle.
“When we went to pick her up, the shelter staff
said, ‘You’re taking that crazy dog?’” she laughs.
The couple rescued their second dog, Laney, an

Australian kelpie mix, a few years
later from Black Dog Animal
Rescue in Cheyenne, Wyoming.
“They had just opened,” Lack
recalls, “and Laney was probably
the seventh dog they adopted out.
Now they’ve placed hundreds.”
Lindsay J. C. Lack and her rescue pup
Laney completed the Free State Trail Run
marathon at Kansas’s Clinton Lake in April.
As the first canine to cross the marathon
finish line, Laney won the Top Dog award.

Natalie, a terrier/pit bull mix

“THE NEED CAN FEEL OVERWHELMING—THERE’S
JUST SO MUCH WORK TO BE DONE. I TRY TO KEEP
THE PERSPECTIVE THAT I’M DOING WHAT I CAN
AND SPENDING THE TIME THAT I CAN.”
—LINDSAY J. C. LACK
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WATCH VIDEO

TAP TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT KC PET PROJECT

GIVING BACK

But Lack always felt that she could be doing
more—and, recently, she found the right
opportunity. A self-employed photographer
for seven years, Lack specializes in weddings
and engagement sessions, along with baby
and family portraits. When her husband’s job
change led to a move to Kansas City, Missouri,
she had to rebuild her business and her network.
“Volunteering is a great way to get to know
people in the community,” she explains. “It’s
also a great way to give back when you’re doing
well.” She started doing both when she learned
that KC Pet Project—a no-kill shelter rescuing
more than 9,000 animals each year in Kansas
City—was holding a silent auction charity fundraiser at a local brewery during March Madness.
“I didn’t feel like I could really give money at
that time,” says Lack, “but I could donate a
portrait session and a canvas.”

Winchell, a shepherd
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TAP TO CHECK OUT
THE ANIMALS CURRENTLY
AVAILABLE AT DOGS BY DEBIN

Looking to help out?
Animal shelters across the country
are in constant need of volunteers,
foster homes, and donations.
Tap to locate one in your area.

Missy, a Yorkshire terrier

GO THE EXTRA MILE

The fundraising coordinator encouraged Lack to
continue to donate her time taking photos of adoptable dogs at the shelter. But she wanted to do more, so
she began looking for other dog rescues with similar
needs. “That was how I found Dogs by Debin,” she says.
Working out of an animal hospital in Kansas City, the
organization houses and cares for up to 60 surrendered
or stray dogs at a time. “They are really good at getting
dogs adopted and have a lot of animals coming in and
out,” says Lack. “They need photos fairly often, so I try
to get there every other week.” Altogether, Lack spends
about ten hours each month shooting portraits and
processing and retouching the images for both shelters. “I get to meet a lot of awesome dogs and play with
them,” she says. “It also makes me feel like I’m doing
something to help.” l
Roman, a boxer

